In this paper we consider two generalizations of this result to positive de nite matrices.
In fact, the best one can do is summarized in Theorem 2. The following constants occur in Theorem 2. Since j cot j < j csc j < j cot j + 1 for 6 = k =2, it follows that n <^ n < n + 1. Approximating the sums by integrals one can show that^ n ? n ! (1= ) log 2, n = log n ! 2= and^ n = log n ! 2= , as n ! 1. The sequences n and^ n are strictly increasing. To prove this result we rst introduce some notation and then prove a preliminary lemma on Hadamard products that may be of independent interest. Because jjj jjj is continuous we need only show that there is a Hermitian contraction B such that jjjT n Bjjj 1 2 ( n ? 1): Let S n = sign (j ? i)]; that is, S n has 0's on the diagonal, 1's above the diagonal and -1's below the diagonal. Lemma 3.1 in 5] gives jjjS n jjj = n . There is a contraction B such that jjiS n Bjj = jjjiS n jjj, and by 6, Corollary 3.3] we may take B to be a Hermitian contraction since iS n is itself Hermitian. Then jjS n Bjj = jjjS n jjj = n : Let J n denote the n n matrix of ones. One can check thatT n = 1 2 (S n + J n ): For the B in the previous paragraph we have jjT n Bjj = 1 2 jjS n B + J n Bjj which is the second part of the theorem. Lemma 1 also says that the 's can be chosen so that is arbitrarily close to 1 2 ( n ? 1) , and this gives us the rst part of the theorem. 2 The bounds in this paper depend heavily on results on jjj sign (j ? i)] n i;j=1 jjj from 5] . See 5] for further applications of the fact jjj sign (j ? i)] n i;j=1 jjj = n to inequalities for commutators and the matrix absolute value (jAj (A A) 1=2 ), to the norm of the triangular truncation operator, and to bounds on the perturbation of the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix that is subjected to a skew-Hermitian perturbation.
So far we have considered only the spectral norm. is also bounded independently of n. Consequently, if we replace jj jj by jj jj p in (1) for any p 2 (1; 1) then we may choose c n independent of n:
